Graduate Software Engineering Positions
GRADUATE SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

We created Sudo to give power back to the people.

Anonyome Labs was founded by enterprise security experts, human factor designers, cryptographers, and behavioural psychologists who care about identity and privacy. We believe that personal information harvested, compiled, or stolen during online activity is not for sale and should not be traded for profit without an individual’s expressed consent. We’ve created our Sudo technology platform and applications to stop the rampant use and abuse of personal information for unauthorized gain and monetization by search engines, social networking apps, shopping sites, and virtually any website, service, individual or organization.

Graduate Gig – Join the #SUDOREVOLUTION!

The Anonyome Labs Australian R&D facility overlooks the beautiful Gold Coast beaches and is the perfect environment for innovative, dynamic and creative thinking. We are seeking bright fresh minds with passion for problem solving to help us crack complex social privacy issues for a worldwide audience.

We look forward to learning from your uninhibited thinking and viewing problems through your eyes in our fun dynamic team environments. You will have the opportunity to contribute directly to our Sudo mobile application and cloud security services whilst being mentored by leading experts in the fields of cloud computing, security and mobile technology.

This incredible opportunity to join a rapidly growing, well funded start-up company will enable you to reach your true potential at an accelerated pace.

Are you ready?

• Have a degree in Software Engineering, Computer Science, IT or similar?
• Get excited by hard technical challenges?
• Enjoy developing clean code and mobile Apps?
• Are you a team player, enthusiastic learner and self-starter?
• Have exposure to iOS development, Linux, Java, or C/C++?
• Open to overseas travel?
• Have permanent residency or are a citizen of Australia/NZ?

Yes?

• Please submit your resume and transcript to careers@anonyome.com
• Hiring for a Jan/Feb 2017 start or earlier

Anonyome is an exciting, international start up with locations in the US and Australia. We are focused on challenging the conventional notion that privacy is dead and giving control back to the people. If you are interested in making a difference and taking up this challenge...we want to talk to you!
KEEP CALM AND SUDO ON

sudoapp.com